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Thank-you for your interest in sponsorship! 

We are excited to partner with your organization in the development of our local youth!  Through the 
generous donations of time, expertise and money from our mentors and sponsors, FIRST Robotics Team 
1731, Fresta Valley Robotics has grown from a few people building robots in a corn crib, to a globally 
recognized leader and winning competitor in the STEM focused FIRST Robotics community! 

But winning isn’t everything… 

While building great robots, we develop FIRST Robotics Alumni who become engineers, scientists, 
business leaders, and most importantly trusted, responsible, young professionals with high character and 
strong moral fiber.  This is our mission. 

Robotics competitions are EXCITING!  The playing field is fast-paced and media rich, with thousands of 
enthusiastic students and parents who have a thirst for technology, competition and character building.  
The action is nonstop and streamed live to a national audience.  A new match starts every 7 minutes and 
each team competes 10-15 times in a competition.  As a sponsor, this is the environment and audience 
where we can promote your organization as a proponent of technology, teamwork and youth 
development in the Greater Washington DC Region. 

Life in “The Pits” 

“The Pit”, is a 10x10 area where the team prepares the robot between matches.  Judges – volunteers 
from leading technology companies – evaluate each team on engineering processes, business 
methodology, safety, presentation and design.  The pits are a continuous stream of visitors, especially for 
the winning robots.  Team 1731 assigns two student team members to meet with judges, greet our 
visitors and present our sponsors! 

A Winning Partnership! 

As an organization with a vested interest in developing youth as future employees and customers, we are 
inviting you to partner with us in this common mission.  The minimum cost to build a robot and compete 
each year is about $26,000, and we have done a lot with this small annual budget.  But, there is a lot 
more opportunity!  Beyond our minimum annual needs, additional funds and mentors could expand our 
community outreach, assist students in need, enhance the “The Pit” and upgrade tools and equipment. 

In addition to financial support we welcome volunteers, especially experienced mentors who can help 
teach and guide our student members in technology, business and life.  I’ve attached some additional 
information, and you can catch the excitement of FIRST Robotics competition through the videos on our 
web site.  Even if you decide not to sponsor or volunteer with Fresta Valley Robotics Team 1731, we 
hope that you will become a fan! 

Please contact me or one of our other members if you would like to be a sponsor or have any questions 
about FIRST Robotics, Fresta Valley Robotics Team 1731 volunteer opportunities.  Fresta Valley 
Robotics is a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Sincerely, 

 

Fresta Valley Robotics, FIRST Team 1731 
 

Team1731@gmail.com
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Fresta Valley Robotics Team 1731 

Inspiring young people to be science and technology leaders, by engaging them in exciting mentor-
based programs that build science, engineering and technology skills, inspire innovation, and foster 
well-rounded life capabilities, including self-confidence, communication, and leadership.  

FIRST Robotics Competition 

The “For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology” (FIRST) organization describes 
the FIRST Robotics Competition for high school students as: 

Combining the excitement of sport with the rigors of science and technology.  

We call FIRST Robotics Competition the ultimate Sport for the Mind. High-school student 
participants call it “the hardest fun you’ll ever have.” 

Under strict rules, limited resources, and an intense six-week time limit, teams of students 
are challenged to raise funds, design a team "brand," hone teamwork skills, and build and 
program industrial-size robots to play a difficult field game against like-minded competitors. 
It’s as close to real-world engineering as a student can get. Volunteer professional mentors 
lend their time and talents to guide each team. Each season ends with an exciting FIRST 
Championship.   

- https://www.firstinspires.org/robotics/frc/what-is-first-robotics-competition 

The Robotics Season 

Pre-Season 

Robotics Pre-Season is filled with planning, recruiting, training and fundraising.  It kicks off in May,  
soon after our last competition with a team picnic and season overview, where students and 
mentors are encouraged to analytically evaluate the 
season.  Emphasis is fully placed on the learning 
experience and how the organization can be 
improved for the next season! 

One improvement made over the last few years as a 
result of these sessions is the emphasis on pre-
season workshops that are designed to indoctrinate 
new members and train on technical topics, 
especially programming and CAD design. 

Planning, recruiting and fundraising are also a big 
part of the pre-season.  Building our student 
membership and making sure we have enough 
qualified mentors are big pre-season priorities.  Additionally, we follow-up with our sponsors from 
the previous season and work on raising funds to launch the next.  Monthly board meetings round 
out the pre-season efforts and are an essential part of ensuring that all efforts focus back to our 
mission!  

Kick-off Saturday 

For FIRST Robotics Teams, Kick-off Saturday is one of the most exciting days of the year!  Teams 
around the globe gather locally as the FIRST Robotics Organization reveals the game for the new 
season in an international broadcast.  We know the theme for the 2019 FIRST Robotics 
Competition is Destination:  Deep Space, but the details of the game remain a mystery until Kick-
off Saturday.  For Team 1731 this first Saturday in January is full of excitement and creativity as we 
split into groups to quickly learn the new game and brainstorm ideas for how our robot will perform 
each function.  Programmers and the CAD team even start pulling together the core design for 
functional code and plans for the drive train.  It’s amazing what can be accomplished with 
teamwork and communication in just one day! 

Team 1731 Presents to Raytheon 
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The Build Season 

The Build Season is a six-week period that starts on Kick-off Saturday.  At an appointed time in the 
seventh week, all robots are “bagged”.  They are physically placed in a large sealed bag so that no 
work can be performed on the robot.  This process ensures no team has longer to build than any 
other team.  After this, access to the robot is limited to a few hours of “unbag” time before each 
competition and during the competitions themselves. 

The build season provides the cornerstone STEM learning, character building and teamwork.  The 
team spends 15-20 hours per week designing, building, testing, analyzing and adjusting.  The 
process is organized to closely resemble the same program and project management techniques 
that our mentors use in their engineering, science and technology professions.  Students are 
encouraged and guided to do as much of the work as possible – designing, drilling, cutting, 
grinding, programming, testing and even cleaning up!  Each work session begins with a pre-brief 
and ends with a summation focused on the actions and next steps from each functional division.  

The Competitions 

Fresta Valley Robotics Team 1731 participates in two qualifying competitions each year.  Our 
performance in these “qualifiers” over the past several seasons have resulted in an invitation to the 
District Championships, and repeated success at “Districts” has made Fresta Valley Robotics 
Team 1731 a regular competitor at the  FIRST World Championships. 

At the competition, each match groups three teams in a blue alliance and three teams in a red 
alliance.  The alliances then square off against each other in a 2½ minute match – 3 on 3.  The 
alliances in qualifying matches are assigned randomly, so a teammate in this match will likely be an 
opponent in the next.  This dynamic fosters the building of positive relationships among all the 
teams.  It is common for one team to help an opposing team with a tool or expertise in the spirit of 
competition and good sportsmanship. 

Following the qualification rounds, the top 8 teams select their alliance partners to compete for the 
title.  At this point the alliances are set for the remainder of the competition!  Selecting your alliance 
requires scouting throughout the competition, data analysis and a lot of strategy.  Once the final 
alliances are set, they compete in an eight alliance (24 teams), winner-take-all championship 
playoff that rivals the emotion, drama and action of any other high school competition. 

Once the winner is decided, every competition ends with an awards ceremony.  Awards are 
presented for design, safety, business plan, community service, innovation and of course winning 
the competition.  Points for all of these awards add up and contribute to selection for District and 
World Championships.  Competitions are a wonderful public manifestation of the hard work, 
innovation and character that is built through the entire season. 

Our goal this season is a return trip to Detroit, MI for the World Championship and competing in the 
final round at Ford Field! 

Sponsorship 

The robotics season is an exciting opportunity for our students – the future leaders. However, in 
order to make this journey successful, the team needs support from the community on several 
different levels. One of the most effective ways to support the Fresta Valley Robotics, Team 1731 
is to sponsor us financially.  Your financial support will be used for competition fees, materials and 
tools to build the robot, the practice field, improvements to the pits, training and more.  Financial 
sponsorship also promotes your organization to thousands of technology focused leaders and 
future leaders in the region and across the nation. 

The team also needs mentors with training and experience in technology, engineering, 
programming and business in order to be successful this season.  Finally, sustaining in-kind 
support through product donations and discounts allow the team to stretch financial resources even 
further.  Your support will better ensure that students have opportunities and exposure to the areas 
of science and technology that will prepare them to meet the STEM leadership challenges of the 
future. 
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2019 Sponsorship Opportunities 

Annual Sponsor, $ 7,500 – 1 per Season  

- Promoted as the Annual Sponsor through the 2019 season 
- Solo banner with name and logo in Team 1731 Pits during competitions 
- Name and logo included in Team 1731 flag used during robot introduction 
- Most prominent logo positioning on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media for 

all competitions.  Target 20-25% of available space 
- Mention in Alliance Selections, Pit Presentations and Robot Introductions* for all competitions 
- Distributing of sponsor provided promotional materials in the Team 1731 pit 
- On-site robot demonstration and presentation upon request 
- Press release announcing Annual Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Competition Sponsors, $ 5,000 – 2 per Season        

- Promoted as the Competition Sponsor for one of the two Chesapeake District Competitions 
- Logo on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media.  10-15% of available space 
- For their named competition: 

o Mention in Alliance Selections, Pit Presentations and Robot Introductions* 
o Competition Sponsor sign on two sides of the robot cart 
o Distributing of sponsor provided promotional materials in the Team 1731 pit 

- For additional competitions (District and World Championships): 
o Mention in Alliance Selections, Pit Presentations and Robot Introductions - rotate with other 

sponsor 
o Competition Sponsor sign on one side of the robot cart 
o Distributing of sponsor provided promotional materials in the Team 1731 pit 

- Press release announcing Competition Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

STEM Sponsors, $ 2,500 – 4 per Season         

- Logo on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media.  5-10% of available space. 
- Mention during pit presentations 
- Press release announcing STEM Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Practice Field Sponsor, $ 1,500 – 1 per Season  

- Solo banner with name and logo in practice facility – photos and videos in facility to highlight banner. 
- Specific mention in pit presentations during description of practice facility 
- Logo on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media.  5% of available space. 
- Press release announcing Practice Field Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Engineer and Build Sponsor, $ 1,500 – 1 per Season  

- Solo banner with name and logo in Engineering & Build facility – photos and videos in facility to 
highlight banner. 

- Specific mention in pit presentations during description of practice facility 
- Logo on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media.  5% of available space. 
- Press release announcing Practice Field Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Team 1731 Sponsors, $ 1,000 – 10 per Season  

- Logo on web site (with link), robot, banners, pit signs and other media.  Share space among Team Sponsors. 
- Press release announcing Team Sponsorship and Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Team 1731 Partners, $ 500 – No Limit per Season  

- Mention with link on web site and other media where sponsors and partners are listed 
- Team 1731 Appreciation Plaque 

Team 1731 Supporters, $ 0 - $500 – No Limit per Season  

- Mention on web site and other media where supporters are listed 

*Sponsors are listed on the Robot Introduction, however, FIRST Robotics introduces robots and mention sponsors as time permits. 
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Sponsor Application Form 

 

Sponsorship Information (Please print or type so we can accurately include your information) 

 

Business Name: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Contact Person: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________ 

City: _________________________________ State: __________ Zip Code: _____________ 

Phone: (______) _______________________ Email: ________________________________ 

Business Website: ___________________________________________________________ 

Please make checks payable to: Virginia STEM 

 

Give checks to your student contact, or mail to: 

 

Virginia STEM 

15191 MONTANUS DR 

CULPEPER, VA 22701 

 

Student Contact: _____________________________________________________________ 

Sponsor Level:_______________________________________________________________ 

Amount Donated: $______________________ Check # _____________ Cash ___________ 

Material Donation: ___________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for your support! 

Your generosity is truly appreciated and will be put to great use! 


